
SrNDHl
The word * Sindhi ' is an adjective, and means • of or belonging to the ProTince of

Name of the Language.
Sindh/^ It is hence used to designate the language of that
country.

The name of the language indicates with fair accuracy the locality in which it is

Where spokem ^^^^^^ 5 ^^'' ^^ ^^ shall sce, it extends beyond the borders
of Sindh in every direction,—on the north into Baluchistan

and the Panjab, on the east into Rajputana, on the south into Outch, and on the west
into Las.

The Province of Sindh' comprises three well-defined tracts ; the Kohistan, or hilly
country, which lies as a solid block between Karachi and Sehwan, and is there
continued north as a narrow fringe along the skirts of the Kirthar range ; Sindh proper,
the central alluTial plain, watered by the Indus; and the Registln, or Thar (properly
' Thar** '), a band of so-called desert on the eastern border. Sindh proper is divided by
tradition into three parts, mz. the Lar (properly *Laf ) or Lower Sindh, extending
from the sea-coast up to near Hyderabad ; the Vicholo, or Central Sindh, extending
further northwards from Lar up to about midway between Sehwan and Larkana ; and
the Sird, or Upper Sindh, north of the VicholO. It is important to bear this division
in mind, as reference will again be made to it when we come to speak of the dialects.

Sindhi is spoken all over Sindh proper, and from North Sindh has overflowed,—to the
north-west into Baluchistan, to the north and north-east into the Panjab and the
State of Bahawalpur. On the west, it is bounded by the mountain range separating

Sindh from Baluchistan. This has not been crossed by Sindhi except in the southern
part of the Kohistan in Karachi Here the general language is Baluchi, but Sindhi is

also spoken and has overflowed into the territory of the Jam of Las Bela. On the southi

Sindhi has crossed the Ran of Cutch, and is spoken by a large number of people in

Cutch, alongside of other languages belonging to the mainland. Thence it has further

overflowed on to the mainland of Gujarat and the peninsula of Kathiawar. In Outch,

as might be expected, the speakers of Sindhi (in the Kachchhi dialect) are most

numerous in the north-west of the peninsula. On the west, Sindhi has overflowed

into the Thar, and thence into the neighbouring parts of the Marwar and Jaisalmer

States of Bajputana.

On the west, Sindhi is bounded by Baluchi, an Eranian language with which it

has but a distant affinity, and by which it is little influenced.
Linguislic Boundaries. ^ .. l% 'i • % i i i -r ^ ,-On the north, it is bounded by Lahnda, with which it is

closely connected. Lahnda is spoken not only to the north of Slndbi, but also by

more than 100,000 immigrants scattered all over Sjndh, side by side with Sindhi.

Although closely connected with Lahnda, Sindhi, except in the extreme north, is little

influenced by it, and such influence is almost entirely in the matter of vocabulary.

On the other hand, the neighbouring SindM has much influenced not only the Lahnda

spoken in Sindh, but also the Lahnda of the South-Western Panjab spoken near the

Sindh frontier {vide post, pp. 367ff. and p. 333).

* The official ipelling ii * Bw^»* t^t, iKxougKont Ihit Tolame, I osethe loUer tpelliBg * Sindh.'

2 Sec Imjierial Gazetteer ofln^ta, Vol xni, p. 3S9.
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On the east, Sindhi is bounded by the Marwari dialect of Kajasthanl In the

Thar and in Marwar there are speakers of Sindlii and speakers of Marwaii living

intermingled side by side. Hence, as might be expected, there are screral forms of

speech that are mixtures of Sindhi and Marwari in varying proportions. Sindhi and

Marwari belong to different groups of Indo-Aryan vernaculars, and therefore do not

merge into each other through Intermediate dialects. The mixed dialects here referred

to are, rather, what may be called mechanical mixtures, words and forms being

borrowed by one or other of the neighbouring dialects as ready made vocables of foreign

origin, much as, though to a larger extent, French words are borrowed by English at the

present day, or as the French have borrowed our institution of five o'clock tea, and have

concocted a new French verb 'five-o'cloquer.'

On the south and south-east, Sindhi is bounded by various dialects of Gujaratl.

A reference to Vol, IX, Pt. ii, p. 327, will show that Gujarati, although a member

of the Central Group of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, has at its base an old, lost, language

of the Outer Circle of those vernaculars, of which Sindhi is also a member. This lost

language was therefore akin to Sindhi, and when in the south and south-east we come

across Sindhi in contact with Gujarati, we find free intermingling of the two languages,

and the formation of what is a real distinct dialect of Sindhi,—not a mere mixture with

Gujarati—in the various forms of Kacbcbhi. It must not be supposed that there is not

also here mechanical intermixture. There is a great deal of it, and, as Gujax*ati is

freely spoken all over Cutch by people whose numbers and influence vary from place to

place, the proportion of Gujarati in Kachehhi thus depends largely on locality.

In the Introduction te the Lahnda section of this volume {post, pp. 234flE.) it

will be explained that Lahnda and Sindhi form together
mgujstic e a ions ip.

^^^ North-Western Group of the Outer Circle of Indo-

Aryan vernaculars, and also that they possess many characteristics that connect them

with the Dardic languages of the North-West Trontier, and especially with Kashmiri.

I do not here anticipate the consideration of this general fact, and confine myself now

to those points that especially concern Sindhi.

In the modern Dardic languages little or no distinction is made between cerebral

and dental letters. We shall sec (p. 382) that in the Thai! dialect of Lahnda d is

frequently changed to J. So also, in Sindhi, t and d very often become / and d

respectively. Examjiles are Hindi tahdt but Sindhi tdmOi or even tvdmOi copper; Hindi

dend^ but Sindhi d<Uan'\ to give. It may here be noted that the ancient Prakrit

Grammarians stated that the same change occurred in the Vrachada Apabhraiii^

Prakrit from which Sindhi is derived. Again, in the Lari dialect a cerebral r is very

frequently changed to a dental r (see p. 170).

Attention will (p. 235) be drawn to the fact that while most Indo-Aryan vernacu-

lars drop a t between two vowels, this is frequently not the case in Lahnda and PaS*

iabi,—as in L. and P. sUd^ sewn, but Hindi bU ; L. and P. pUd^ drunk, but Hindi pm.

in Sindhi, there is the same tendency to retain this t. Thus, Sindhi pito^ drunk, but

Hindi i?^^^;
Sindhi chhuto, touched, but Hindi chhud ; Sanskrit /iH^ala//, known, Sindhi

jjdtb ; Sanskrit safhjndtaka^f recognized, Sindhi simdto ; Sindhi Mfo or kid, done,

but Hindi kid ; Sindhi w/a, asleep, but Hindi sod^ and others.
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In the Dardic languages r between two vowels is often elided. Thus, ia Pasbai

we may liare either karam or Imm^ for * I do,' and in Bashgali ddo corresponding to

the Sanskrit ddru-^ wood. In standard Sindhi no instances of this have been noted, but

in the Kachchhi dialect we hare instances such as chdpaif4d for chdrmt4g,^ in order to

graze ; hay^i lag& for karavf. lagd^ they began to make, and others (see p. 185, and, for

Kayasthi, p. 207). In connexion with the elision of r, it may be noted that tr and dt of

the standard dialect are pronounced t and d respectively in the Lari dialect. Thus,

the standard fntf\ a son, becomes 'puf in Lari, and ma^dt^'f an incantation, becomes

It is to be remembered that non-literary dialects often retain peculiarities that

have disappeared in the high literary standard. We have seen this in the case of the

medial r, and another instance will be found in the treatment of the aspirated sonant

consonants gh^ jh^ dh, dh, and bh. In the Dardic languages these letters do not occur,

but are always disaspirated, being represented by the corresponding unaspirated sonants,

viz, by g^ /, ^, d, and b, respectively. We shall see (p. 2B6) that the same disaspira-

tion is not unfrequent in Lahnda. In literary Sindhi it is rare, the only instance

quoted by Trumpp in his grammar being the word mad", liquor, as compared with the

Sanskrit madhw. But in the southern dialects it is very common indeed. A long list

of Lari examples will be found on p. 170.

Attention is drawn on pp. 237ff . to the manner in which double consonants derived

from Prakrit are treated in the Indo-Aryan vernaculars. It was pointed out that in

most of these languages one of the double consonants was dropped, and the preceding

vowel was lengthened in compensation. Thus, the Sanskrit bhaktafyf cooked rice,

became bhattu in Apabhram^ Prakrit, and thence bhdt (one t being dropped, and the

preceding vowel being lengthened) in most modern languages. In Pafijabi, however,

and also in Lahnda, which in this case imitates Pafijabi, this is not the case. Here the

double consonants persist, and there is therefore no necessity for compensatory lengthen-

ing, so that we get, for these two languages, bhatt. But the case is different in the

Dardic languages and in Sindhi. In them one of the double consonants is, indeed,

dropped, but there is no compensatory lengthening. Thus, Kashmiri has Ja<% and Sindhi

has bhat''. This is a very important point, for, as I have shown elsewhere, it goes back

to vei*y ancient times,—even to the date of the inscriptions of the Emperor Aloka

(B.C. 250).^ It most clearly shows the connexion between Sindhi and the Dardic

languages.

But in Sindhi this rule is not tmiversal. It does not apply to the sonant consonants

g%jf d, d, and 6. In these, the doubling of Prakrit is retained {dd in such cases being

always cerebralized to dd). Nay more,—so fond is Sindhi of these doubled sonants,

that it frequently doubles them even when there was no Prakrit justification for doin<^

so. As examples, we may quote the following :
—

Apfibliramia Prakrit, Sindlil.

aggahu ctggo, iu frcnt.

ajju ajj'', today.

ch'ka44^*- chha44^f lie releases.

saddu sa44*\ ^ sonad.

tihhsUi uhbar§, he boils.

» See J. R. A. S., 1913, p. 143.

"" ~^
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In all the above examples the presence of the Siadhi double consonant is

justified by the Prakrit form, but in the following instances the Sindhi double consonant

is not original :—

Prakrit goHhu becomes Sindhi grgr^f/t", a village.

Fm]hhljatt „ ,i ii^^i a Jatt

Prakrit ^arat „ „ ^^are, he fears.

Hindi dSna „ „ 44^o.n% to give.

Sanskrit bSihpa- „ „ hhdph', steam.

ItwiUbe obseryed that in all the abore examples it is the initial letter that is

doubled, and this, in fact, is the general rule.

In one respect, Sindhi does not agree with the Dardic languages or witli Lahnda.

This is in regard to epenthesis. In Kashmiri epenthesis is common (see p. 250). For

example, the word bad% great, is pronounced Jorf", but in Sindhi the a is unchanged, and

we have waddo ; similarly the Sindhi iarav^^ to do, is represented in Lahnda by karui^

and in Kashmiri by harun^ in both of which the second a has become u under the

influence of the original following % which has been dropped in the modern languages.

In Sindhi, in this respect, the language is in an older stage than that of Lahnda or

Kashmiri, and the change of vowels has not yet taken place.

It is not necessary to show here how the plurals of the Sindhi personal pronouns are

based on the same originals as those of the corresponding words in Lahnda and the

Bardic languages, as that will be shown under tlie head of Lahnda (p. 236). Similarly^

as will also be there shown, the use of pronominal suffixes is extremely common in the

Dardic languages as well as in Lahnda and Sindhi, as in the Kashmiri mdru-mi Lahnda

mareu'm, Sindhi maryu*m\ struck by me, i.e, I struck.

As regards the conjugation of verbs, attention may be drawn co a few points.

The termination of the infinitive in Sindhi closely agrees with the corresponding

form in Kashmiri. As shown above, and also poat^ p. 250, the Kashmiri karun^

to do, represents an original kuran'', and in Sindhi we actually have karan*. Again,

as noted on p. 243, the present participle in Kashmiri ends in n, as in mdrA'^n^

striking, and in North-Eastern Lahnda in wa, as in mdr-nd^ striking. In standard

Sindhi the present participle elids in ndo^ but, again in the dialects, we come across

sporadic instances of a present participle in no. Thus, we shall see in the grammatical

part of this Introduction that the Sindhi future is formed by adding pronominal

suffixes to the present participle, and in the Kachchhi dialect we have marlnS^ thou

shalt strike, as compared with the standard mdrtnde.

In the formation of the passive voice, the Dardic language Shina makes it by

adding 'ij to the root. Thus, shid^emtis, I am striking, but Bhid-tj^^emna, I am being

struck. Similarly in Sindhi, the passive is formed by adding ij (with a short ), as

in mdr^e thb^ he strikes ; mdr-ij-e tho, he is being struck.

Sindhi has one important peculiarity, which it shares with only one or two

other Indian languages, viz. that eveiy word must end in a vowel. When that

vowel is short, it is very lightly pronounced, so as to be hardly audible to a European

(See pt 22), and in this respect Sindhi agrees with Kashmiri.
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We have the express statement of the Prakrit grammarian Marka:[3d5ya (xviii, 1)

.
that the Apabhvamla Prakrit spoken in Sindh was called

' Vrachada/ It is from this that Sindhi is derived. Mar-

Ivarideya gives a few particulars regarding this Apabhramla. He says (xviii, 5) that,

at the beginning of a word t and d may optionally become t and d respectively. We
have already seen that this is the case in Sindhi. In Vrachada (xviii, 3) all sibilants

'

were pronounced as s (or, as transliterated in Sindhi, sh ^). So, e.g.^ in Sindhi the Sans-

krit tishaya- (fwtsra) b(^conies vis* (fwu* vis^ Js^)., the world, and the Sanskrit

simlia-^ a lion, becomes sih^ (^fi u/«ij^)- The other points mentioned by M^rkan-

deya are either matters c)f detail or, in the present state of our knowledge, unintelligible.

According to the usual computation, Sindhi has four dialects, viz. the standard (or

Vicholi), Siraiki, Thareli, and I^ari. The specimens received

for this Survey, however, show that, as a dialect of Sindhi,

Siraiki haa no real existence, and that, on the other hand, two other dialects, Lasi

and Kachchhi, have to be added to the list.

We have already seen (p. 5) that Sindh proper is divided into three parts, mz. the

Lar% or Lower Sindh; the Vicholo, or Central Sindh; and
Vichotr and Siraikr.

, . -r . •., , , -rr. t i /• i j.

the SirO, or Upper Smdh. The standard, or Vicholi, dialect

of Sindhi is that spoken in the Vicholo, which may be taken to'toean roughly the country

round Hyderabad. This is the dialect described in the following grammatical sketch of

Sindhi, and is that employed in literature and by educated people all over Sindh.

The word * Siro ' means /
* Upper ' and, with reference to^ Upper Sindh, means

* Upstream.' It, however, really means any country up the stream of the Indus, and

thus includes the Lahnda-speaking portion of the Western Panjab so far as it falls

within the purview of the speakers of Sindhi. From ' Siro * is derived * Siraiki,' which
thus means ' the language of the upstream country.' It is evident that this can have

two meanings. Either it may mean * the Sindhi spoken in Upper Sindh,' or it may
mean * the Lahnda spoken higher up the Indus than Sindh,' and, as a matter of fact,

it is used in Sindh in both these senses. In order to prevent confusion, I shall hence-

forth call the former ^ Siraiki Sindhi,' and the latter * Siraiki Lahnda.' There are

mimerons immigrants from Lahnda-speaking tracts in Sindh, so that the province has a

considerable population whose language is Siraiki Lahnda. Their form of speech will

be dealt with at length on pp. 357ff., under the head of Lahnda.
As for Siraiki Sindhi, an examination of the specimens shows that it differs from

the standard Sindhi of the Vicholo only in having a more clearly articulated pronuncia-

tion, and a slightly different vocabulary,^ This does not entitle it .to be classed as a

separate dialect, and I hence class Siraiki Sindhi as a form of Vicholi. The number
of speakers of standard Sindhi in Sindh and the neighbourhood, as reported for this

Survey, on the basis of the Census of 1891, is as follows :

—

Kame of District. Kumber of Speakert*

Vicholi :—
Karachi ...,.,... 370,780

Hyderabad ......... 791,000

Thar and Parkar . . . • . . . . 166,556

Cofcch , 1,350

Kftthiawar ,. . 46,000

Carried over . — 1,376,686

i Acoordiog to Sindhi opinion, Sirfc'kl is diffeieatiated, not from Vicholi, but from Llri. Tb© proverb rans, * the

learned man of the Lif^ ia aa'os !a the Siro.'

VOL. VIII, BA&T !•
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follows caste ratlicr than locality, but Sindhi is stronsjer in the north-west. This
dialect of SindM is called Kachchhi, and it is spoken not only in Cutch, but also in
the neighbouring peninsula of Kathiawar. Here, in Cutch and Kathiawar, the

number of speakers is estimated at 437,714. The people of Cutch are enterprising

merchants, and, in addition to the aboTe, no less than 53,500 speakers of the dialect

were found in Bombay and the neighbourhood. The total number of speakers in the

Bombay Presidency is therefore estimated at :^-

Ciitch and Kathiawar .......... 437 71Jj

Bombay and neighbourbood ..-....,, 53 500

Total . 491,214

Under the head of Kachchhi are included the figures for two minor sub-dialects,

Kayasthi and Bhatia, wliich are dealt with in detail in the proper place.

The above exhausts the number of people returned for the purposes of this Survey

Total Number of Speakers.
^^ speaking Sindhi in the Panjab, Baluchistan, Eajpuiana,

Sindh, and elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency. Arranged
according to dialects the figures are as follows, and may be taken as representing the

number of speakers of Sindhi in its proper home :

—

I)»»J<Hit. Kmnbet of Speakew.

VicbOll (Standard) nm\ Siraiki Sindbi 2,488,612
TharSli (204s7J.9)^ .....
l^Ssl 42,613
Jjarl

, . 40,000
Kachchhi 491,214

Total . 3,002,430

If we add to this the 204,749 speakers of Thareli, already counted elsewhere under

Marwarl, our total is increased to S,267,188.

The above figures, like all the figures of this Survey, are deriTed from estimates

based on the figures of the Census of 1891. No detailed figures for dialects are given in

any later census reports, which deal only with the gross figures for languages, and,

except in rare cases, take no cognisance of dialects. It is hence impossible^to use the

figures of either the Census of 1901 or that of 1911 for our present parposes. The

dialect figures here given were furnished by local officers, and were all estimates

founded on local knowledge controlled by the figures of the Census of 1891, which

were the only ones then available. We may, however, compare the above total

with the corresponding totals for Sindhi, including all dialects, as recorded in the

Census Report for 1911. The latter are as follows :

—

Province or State. Speakers of Sindbl.

Bnlucbistnn .*...,..••. 6,346

Bombay , 2,897,267

Balncliistan States , . . . 63,628

Baroda State 16,089

Bombay States . 599,287

Panjab States , . 22,169

Bajpntana Agency ...•,,«..•. 58,118

TofAL . 3,662,904

> Already recorded nader Bijftsthim (Minrftrl).

01.- till, r^KT I. C *
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In tbe above, the figures for the Rajputana Agency are a little too large, as they
include the figures for states other than those immediately bordering on Sindh. The
error cannot be more than a few hundreds.

There remain the figures for Sindhi spoken in i^laoes where it cannot be called a
Ternacular. Here we can take the 1911 %ures, as no attempt can be made to dis-

tinguish the difEerent dialects;

They are as follows :—

•

Province or State. Speakers of Sindhl.

Bougal • • . . , 2J5

Bihar and Orissa ........... 282

Central Provinceg and Berar ...•.,... 1,583

Madras ............ 495

Panjab 1,997

United Provinces ..•••...... 3G2

Central India Agency . . . . • , . . . 462

Hyderabad State ........... 307

Madras States ...••.•.... 730

Mysore State .....,.,.. 209

Other Provincijs ........... 369

TotAL . 7,031

Here the Panjab figures are probably too large, as some of the speakers must

have come from the Sindh border, where Sindhi can be called a rernaeular. It is

impossible to separate these from the others.

Taking therefore the Survey figm^es for the number of people speaking Sindhi

at home, and the 1911 census figures for the number of those speaking it abroad,

we get the following total for all the speakers of Sindhi in India :

—

Speakers at home .......... 3,062,430

Speakers abroad . . . . . . . . • • . 7,031

TOTAb . 5,069,470

If we take the 1911 census figures for both, we get :

—

Speakero at liome . . . - - . • • • 3,002,904

Speakers abroad ........•-• 7,031

Total : 3^600,035

The difference between these two totals is C00,JG5, and if wo allow for the increase

of population between 1891 and 1911, and for the unavoidable uncertainty experienced

in enumerating the speakers of border languages, such as Thareli and Siraiki Lahnda,

they agree remarkably well. The growth of the population of the province of Sindh

in these twenty yearn was 638,335.

Sindh! lias but a small written literature, and little of that has been printed.

The most celebrated writer was 'Abdu'l-Latif, who flourished

at the end of the l7th and the beginning of the 18th

century. He was the author of a long and much admired poem entitjed the
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Shah"'jo Bisdlo, a Sufi work, in which Ms doctrines are illustrated by a series of

tales. It has been edited by Trumpp (see the List of Authorities below). Regarding
the author; Burton writes^ that his fellow-countrymen consider him the HM55 of

Sindh, and that there are few of them, learned or unlearned, Arho have not read or heard

his pathetic verses. His poetry is the delight of all tiiat can understand it. The
learned praise it for its beauty and are fond of hearing it recited to the sound

of the guitar. Even the unlearned generally know select portions by heart and take the

trouble to become acquainted with their meaninsr. Some other writers of much less im-

portance are quoted by Tmmpp in his Sindhl Beading Book, and those exhaust

the list of Sindhi books edited by Europeans. The list of Sindhi works printed in

India is a short one, and most of the contents are schoolbooks and the like. Several

excellent examples of bardic poetry are current in Sindhi. Burton has fully described

the principal of these, and a specimen will be found below in the section devoted to

Thareli (pp. 153ff.).

The earliest translation of any part of the Bible into Sindhi was a version of

the Gospel of St. Matthew prepared by the Serampore Missionaries in 1826. It

is doubtful if this was ever published. The next, a new translation of the same
Gospel, in the NSgari character, by Captain Stack, was published in 1850, and this was
followed in 1868 by A. Burn's translation of the Gospel of St. John in the Arabic

character. A Hindu adaptation of the latter, in the Gurmukhi chnracter, appeared

in the following year. These three were all published by the Bombay Auxiliary

Bible Society. After these, a series of translations of various portions of the Bible

culminated in the issue of a translation of the entire New Testanieiit in the Arabic

character by the British and Eoreign Bible Society (London) in 1890. Several revised

portions have since appeared.

AUTHORITIIS—

Wathsm, W. H.,—A Oraminar and Vocabulary of ihc Sindhi Language. Bombftj, 1836.

EAstwiCK, E. B„

—

Vocahalarij of the Sindhi Language. Polio, Bombay, 1843.

liKEOH, R.,— Vocahulancs of Sjven Languages spoken in the Ooanirie$ ivest of the Indus* Bombay,
1843.

Stack, Captain Gkorce,—A Dictionary, English and Sindhi, Bombay, 1849,

Stack, Captain Qboroe,—-rl Qrammar of the Sindhi Language, Bombay, 1849.

Stack, Captain Geoege,—-J. DioHonarg^ Sindhi and English. Bombay, 1855.

Burton, (Sir) Richard W,,—Sindh, and the Races that inhabit the Vatlsy of the Indus; wtth
Notices of the. Topography and History of the Province, London, 1851.

Arthor, B. p.,—Translation into Scindee of Vnsmbhae Sorabjee^s Idiomatkal Sentences, and seventy*

five Stories froni Gladwin*s Persian Moonshee, By hient. B, P. A., assisted by Moonshee
Goolam Alii. Saracbi, 1852.

Trumpp, Dr. Ernest,—A Sindhi Beading Booh, in the Sanscnt and Arabh Character, Compiled by
tbe Rev. Ernest Trnmpp, Ph.D., M.A. London, 1868.

Trumpp, Dr. Ebhest,—Das Sindhi im Vergleich zum Prakrit und den anderen neueren Dialectsn
Samkriiischen Ursprungs. Zeitsohrift dor Deuischen Morgenliindiscben Goijellschaft, Vol.

XV, 1861, pp. 690ff;

Sindk, pp. 83, 1303. 1^ Qm List of Aniboriliei.
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Tl(J!iPP, D». Ebnest,—Die Stammhildung dei Stiirtti im Vergleich zum Prshrit uml den andeun

neueren Dialecimt Samhrititehen Vtifmnga. Zeitichrift der Deatsclien M'orgenlandisclien

Qesellscbaft, Vol. zri, 1862, pp. 127ff.

Trcmpp, Db. Erwkst,—JB»«e SindkhSpraohprobe, 8(!h*athi. Bin SindhuQedicht aus d$m grossen

DloAn ciet Sayyid t^&<l-ttl-Xa|f/, ^e^nti^ «iiter d^m Namen JU;^ £*U oeler Bach des

V
5dE^* Zeilschrift der Dentschou Morgenliliidischeii Qesellsohaft, Vol. xvii, 1863, pp. 245ff.

Truw^p, Db. Bbnbst,—5tfi<l4l-Zit<em^f*re. ^TAa Df&^9i of Abd'ul'Latif Shah known by the name of

:

Shaha jd Eisald. Edited by E. T. Leipzig, 1866.

Tri^mpp, Dr. Brnbst,—Orammar of the Sindhi Language, Compared ivUh the SansJcrit'Frahrii and

the cognate Indian Vernaculars. London and Leipsdg, 1872.

GOLDSHID, (Sib) F. J.,

—
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